Proposed Pittsford Sutherland High School Golf Bags

Ping Hoofer 3
used by 95% of NCAA golf teams
and 96% of AJGA golfers

Approximate cost: $145
fully customized (as shown)
retail, uncustomized is $170

If parents want a bag their son can keep, they can buy the bag and get their son’s name on the left-side pocket (as shown with the “Kyle Jackson” example below)

Otherwise, a suggested goal is to buy 8 bags for use by the varsity team

These bags would not have individuals’ names on them and would belong to the school (to be returned at the end of each golf season).

We need to be able to order at least 8 bags to participate in this program, so if we can get orders for some individualized bags and make up the rest with an order for the school, that would work.

Delivery time is approximately 6 weeks after the order is placed, so we must decide soon.

Please contact Bill Schweit (schwert@schwert.ssb.rochester.edu, or 275-2470) if you are interested.